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Book description. The most comprehensive overview available, this Handbook is an essential guide to sociolinguistics today. Reflecting the breadth of research in the field, it surveys
a range of topics and approaches in the study of language variation and use in society. As well as linguistic perspectives, the handbook includes insights from anthropology, social
psychology, the study of discourse and power, conversation analysis, theories of style and styling, language contact and applied sociolinguistics. Language practices seem to have
reached new levels since the communications revolution o...Â Book summary views reflect the number of visits to the book and chapter landing pages. Total views: 0 *. Loading
metrics This Handbook answers a long-standing need for an up-to-date, comprehensive, international, in-depth critical survey of the history, trajectory, data, results and key figures
involved in sociolinguistics. The Handbook consists of six inter-linked sections: The History of Sociolinguistics; Sociolinguistics and Social Theory; Language, Variation and Change;
Interaction; Multilingualism and Contact; Applications. It is all here, from the foundational contributions to the field to the impact of new media, new technologies of communication,
globalisation, trans-border fluidities and agendas of rese This Handbook answers a long-standing need for an up-to-date, comprehensive, international, in-depth critical survey of the
history, trajectory, data, results and key figures involved in sociolinguistics. The result is a work of unprecedented coverage and insight. It is all here, from the foundational
contributions to the field to the impact of new media, new technologies of communication, globalization, trans-border fluidities and agendas of research. Discover the world's research.
17+ million members. This book is a treasure trove for sociolinguistic researchers and students alike. Edited by three leading sociolinguists, the 39 chapters cover a wealth of valuable
material which includes accounts of the work of the founding figures of sociolinguistics, coverage of major theoretical approaches and sociolinguistic concepts, as well as
consideration of some of the applications of sociolinguistics.Â Janet Holmes Discourse Studies. The Sage Handbook of Sociolinguistics - edited by three well-known researchers in
the field of sociolinguistics: Ruth Wodak, Barbara Johnstone and Paul Kerswill - is a comprehensive volume on the state of sociolinguistic research today The intended audience
appears to be higher-level students and researchers.

